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Stars of the Week
Each week we would like to highlight the work of a few children who have impressed us with their learning either
at home or school. Ordinarily we would present certificates in school for this, but as we can’t do that, we will
celebrate them here together.

Imogen Wilkes for
working SO hard with her
phonics. We are all really
proud of her. Well done
Imogen!

Harry Woolley for creating
an amazing chocolate bar,
that sounded so yummy.
Excellent work Harry!

Scarlett Murphy for doing
incredible home learning
throughout the past 15
weeks - she has worked
her socks off, and for her
top notch work in school
also!

Louie Cook for working
VERY hard in school this
week, he got on
independently and his
confidence is really
growing.

Sam Jones for designing
his very own chocolate
bar. Sam drew a super
strawberry design made of
jelly and chocolate. It
sounded delicious.

Mikey Randerson for
approaching all his home
learning tasks with a
positive attitude and
producing some AMAZING
work. What an absolute
star!

Luke Dunn for doing some
incredible home learning last
week and also being
enthusiastic during the
phone calls- he always puts a
smile on my face!

Thomas Waind for fantastic
effort in absolutely
everything on Google
Classroom, especially his
written work where he is
showing amazing
handwriting and his fantastic
acting of Violet Beauregarde!

Betsy Garnett for having
an excellent attitude
towards everything she
does and independently
writing some super rules
for a superhero.

Keira Hitchins for some
amazing spelling work over
the past week and for
trying so hard with some
tricky maths problems!
Well done Keira!

Lily Richardson for super
effort with her home
learning, it's impressive
how hard she's trying.

Charlie Flatt for amazing effort
in every piece of work he has
completed, especially his
written work over the last
couple of weeks where he has
been trying to make his
handwriting very neat!
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Eleanor Hall for working
hard at home and trying
her best with the tasks,
even when they are a little
tricky.

Lyrah Thompson for
showing resilience with
her maths, and keeping
going until she's finished!

Bobby Redpath for really
working hard with his
home learning and giving
everything a go.

Fraser Currie for an
incredible attitude
towards all of his home
learning and for sharing
the fascinating growth and
development of the
tadpoles in his pond!

Simas Jablonskis for
working really hard and
persevering when things
have been tricky.

Edward Freeman for going
the extra mile with his
home learning and putting
together a presentation on
mnemonics for his
classmates.

Tess Arundel for a great
understanding of informal
tone and excellent skills
when re-writing a formal
piece of writing.

Karthikeya Pulakana for
consistently tackling every
activity on the timetable
and putting his all into
every piece of home
learning he does.
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Joseph O'Donnell for
consistently working hard
on all the tasks that have
been sent home, and
showing great progress
with his work.

Eloise Niven for trying
incredibly hard with her
home learning this week
and tackling lots of
different tasks.

Alice Rosen for an incredible
spelling presentation where
she presents, in detail,
different ways to practice
your spellings, the
definitions, visual aids and
comedy pigeons to help
fellow spellers understand.

James Baker for working
consistently hard on all of
his home learning and for
finishing his wonderful
Viking website.
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Stanley Baker for
displaying a really good
attitude to his home
learning and for keeping
up the fab effort.

Olivia Thomas for having
an excellent attitude
towards her work both in
school and at home.

Charlie McGovern for
displaying a great attitude
to his home learning and
getting up early to start it!

Emma Dixon for taking part
a challenge to raise money
for the NHS. She had to run,
cycle and walk 50 miles to
get a medal but ended up
doing a lot more.
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Edward Smith for an
excellent attitude to home
learning and writing an
excellent biography.

Dexter Wright for always
being positive during the
last few weeks and great
baking at home.

